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Abstract: Transient mass transfer associated to a vertical thermal gradient through a tube filled with saturated porous medium is studied experimentally and theoretically to determine the effect of solid thermal conductivity and particle-particle contact on thermodiffusion process at purely diffusion case. In this study, the theoretical volume averaging model developed in a previous study has been used to determine the effective transport coefficients. The theoretical results revealed that the effective thermodiffusion coefficients are independent on thermal conductivity ratio for pure diffusion. At this regime, even if the effective thermal conductivity depends on the particle-particle contact, the effective thermodiffusion coefficient is always constant and independent on the connectivity of the solid phase. The experimental results obtained using a special two-bulb apparatus agree with the theoretical results. These results also show that, for non-consolidated porous media made of spheres, the thermal conductivity ratio has no significant influence on the thermodiffusion process at pure diffusion. Finally, the particle-particle contact also does not show a considerable influence on the thermodiffusion process.
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Nomenclature



Aβσ



Area of the β-σ interface contained within the macroscopic region, m2



r



Position vector, m



A βσ



Area of the β-σ interface within the averaging volume, m2 Particle-particle contact fraction



ST



Soret number



t Tβ



Time, s



a/d b Cβ



~ ,m Mapping vector field for c β



Temperature of the β-phase, K β



b Sβ



Mapping vector field for



c~β , m



b Tβ



Mapping vector field for



~ Tβ , m



cp



Constant pressure heat capacity, J.kg/K



TH , TC



Hot and cold temperature



cβ



Total mass fraction in the β-phase



Vβ



Volume of the β-phase contained within the averaging volume, m3



Intrinsic average mass fraction in the β-phase



V



Local averaging volume, m3



Spatial deviation mass fraction in the β-phase



x, y



Cartesian coordinates, m



Dβ



Binary diffusion coefficient, m2/s



Greek symbols



DTβ



Thermodiffusion coefficient, m2/s.K



εβ



Volume fraction of the β-phase or porosity



D*Tβ



Total thermodiffusion tensor, m2/s.K



κ µβ



kσ k β , conductivity ratio Dynamic viscosity for the β-phase, Pa.s



ρβ



Total mass density in the β-phase, kg/m3



τ



Scalar tortuosity factor



ϕ



Arbitrary function



cβ



β



c~β



*



Dβ g



Total dispersion tensor, m2/s



kβ



Thermal conductivity of the fluid phase, W/m.K



kσ



Thermal conductivity of the solid phase, W/m.K



Kβ



Permeability tensor, m2



k *β , k *



Total thermal conductivity tensors for no-conductive and conductive solid phase, W/m.K Katharometer reading , mV



RK l



l UC
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Gravitational acceleration, m /s



Characteristic length associated with the microscopic scale, m



Tβ ~ Tβ



Intrinsic average temperature in the βphase, K Spatial deviation temperature , K



Subscripts, superscripts and other symbols



β



Fluid-phase



σ



Solid-phase



βσ



β-σ interphase



*



Effective quantity



Characteristic length scale associated
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with a unit cell, m



lβ



Characteristic length for the β-phase, m



L



Characteristic length for macroscopic quantities, m Unit normal vector directed from the βphase toward the σ -phase Radius of the averaging volume, m



n βσ



r0



Spatial average β
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Intrinsic β-phase average



1. Introduction In many situations involving multicomponent fluids under thermal gradient as for an important example to optimize production costs when extracting fluid field by producers, it is important to know precisely the distribution of different species in the field. This distribution has generally been generated over long formation period and separation has been mainly influenced by the gravity and the distribution of pressure in the reservoir and soil. Numerous methods have been implemented in order to obtain reliable thermodynamic models, to allow obtaining a correct distribution of species in the reservoir. As it is not possible to ignore the important vertical extension of a given field, it is very possibly that this distribution is influenced by a generated geothermal gradient. This thermal gradient could especially be the cause of migration of species in a phenomenon known as the Soret effect or thermodiffusion. This corresponds to the creation of a concentration gradient of the chemical species by the presence of a thermal gradient, i.e., the existence of a thermal gradient causes migration of species ([27], [46]). The applications of thermodiffusion in free fluid as well as in porous media become more and more important nowadays in industry such as isotope separation in liquid and gaseous mixtures [38, 39], polymer solutions and colloidal dispersions [50], study of compositional variation in hydrocarbon reservoirs [13], coating of metallic items, solidifying metallic alloys, migration of the DNA molecules [4, 24], volcanic lava, and in the Earth Mantle [21], and etc. The main characteristic quantity for thermodiffusion phenomenon is a coefficient called Soret coefficient ( ST ). Many works have been carried out to determine this quantity with different approaches: experimental approaches (Soret Coefficients in Crude Oil under microgravity condition [15, 47], thermo-gravitational column) or theoretical approaches (molecular dynamics simulations [40, 14], multi-component numerical models [41]). Most of these research concluded that values obtained experimentally are different from the theoretical one. These differences are mainly explained by the fact that the measurements are technically simpler in a free medium (without the porous matrix), and the corresponding effects due to pore-scale velocity fluctuations. Failures in the thermogravitational model based on the free fluid equations are a good example of the need to determine the influence of the thermo-physical properties of the pore matrix on thermodiffusion process in porous media.
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One of the most important properties that has not really been taken into account is the existing differences in thermal conductivity between rock and fluid. The evaluation of the influence of the porosity and tortuosity on the thermodiffusion coefficients has been the object of many researches. Within experimental studies (Platten and Costesèque, 2004 using a thermogravitational column [32]; Costesèque et al., 2004 using free and porous packed thermodiffusion cells [7]; Davarzani et al., 2010 using a twobulb setup [9]) as well as theoretical approaches (A. A. Shapiro and E. H. Stenby, 2000 using theorem of factorization [44]; Lacabanne et al., 2002 using homogenization technique [25]; Galliero et al., 2006 using molecular dynamics computer simulations [14]; Davarzani et al., 2010 using volume averaging technique [10]) . The common point of these results is that the tortuosity factor acts in the same way on Fick diffusion coefficient and on thermodiffusion coefficient. Recently, the theoretical results of the model developed by Davarzani et al., 2010 showed that this concept is correct only in a pure diffusive regime. They used a volume averaging technique to determine the effective diffusion and thermodiffusion in more complex condition including convective regime. The results showed that when convection is dominant (convective regime), Soret coefficients in porous medium are very different from the one in free fluid. More precisely, the impact of convection on the mass transfer by thermodiffusion is different from mass transfer by dispersion [10]. At this regime, the ratio of thermal conductivity of the phases also have a great influence on the effective thermodiffusion coefficients. Therefore, using the same Soret number in porous medium and free fluid may cause a great mistake in the results. It is known that thermal conductivity ratio and heat conduction at the contact points plays a dominant role in determining the effective heat conduction in porous media [30, 31]. Especially, a theory of heat conduction in two-phase systems considering also the particleparticle contact, has been presented by Nozad et al. 1985, based on the method of volume averaging for spatially periodic porous media. The results showed that the effective thermal conductivity for non-touching particles is dominated by thermal conductivity ratio and also by porosity, and only is slightly influenced by the geometrical configuration (see [30]). When the fluid phase is continuous, the effective thermal conductivity coefficients become constant for large values of thermal conductivity ratio. The situation for a touching particle-particle (or also a continuous solid-phase) is very different. In this case, at large value of thermal conductivity ratio there is a linear dependence of the effective coefficients
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on the thermal conductivity ratio. But the influence of thermal properties on thermodiffusion is yet unknown. In this work, we study the influence of the conductivity ratio and particle-particle contact on the effective thermodiffusion coefficients from theoretical approache and experimental measurements. To achieve this objective, we have developed a model based on equations and closure problems developed by Davarzani et al., 2010 that describes thermodiffusion processes in a homogeneous porous medium. This model allows characterising the influence of the porous matrix properties on the thermodiffusion process [10]. In order to understand the effect of particle-particle contact, we solved the closure problem for temperature and concentration on a particular geometry in which the solid phase is continuous. Then to validate these theoretical results, new experimental results have been obtained with a special two-bulb apparatus. The thermodiffusion of a helium-carbon dioxide mixture through cylindrical samples filled with porous media made of spheres with different thermal properties (stainless steel, glass spheres and aluminum) has been measured at the atmospheric pressure.



2. Governing microscopic equation



We consider in this study a porous medium saturated with a binary mixture fluid and subjected to a thermal gradient. This system is illustrated in Fig. 1, the fluid phase is identified as the β-phase while the rigid solid phase is represented by the σ-phase. From the thermodynamics of irreversible processes as originally formulated by Onsager (1931) the diagonal effects that describe heat and mass transfer are Fourier’s law which relates heat flow to the temperature gradient and Fick’s law which relates mass flow to the concentration gradient. There are also cross effects or coupled-processes: the Dufour effect quantifies the heat flux caused by the concentration gradient and conversely the Soret effect, the mass flux caused by the temperature gradient.
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Fig. 1. Problem configuration



In this study, we neglect the Dufour effect, which is justified in liquids [33]. Therefore, the pore-scale transport of energy at pure diffusion regime is described by the following equations and boundary conditions for the fluid (β-phase) and solid (σ-phase)



(ρc )



p β



∂Tβ ∂t



= ∇.(k β ∇Tβ ) , in the β-phase



(1)



BC1: Tβ = Tσ , at Aβσ



(2)



BC2: n βσ .(k β ∇Tβ ) = n βσ .(kσ ∇Tσ ) , at A βσ



(3)



(ρc )



p σ



∂Tσ = ∇.(kσ ∇Tσ ) , in the σ-phase ∂t



(4)



where A βσ is the area of the β-σ interface contained within the macroscopic region. The component pore-scale mass conservation, at pure diffusion, is described by the following equation for the fluid phase [3] ∂c β ∂t



= ∇.(Dβ ∇c β + DTβ ∇Tβ ) , in the β-phase



(5)



At the fluid-solid interfaces there is no transport of solute so that the mass flux (the sum of diffusion and thermodiffusion flux) is zero BC1: n βσ .(Dβ ∇c β + DTβ ∇Tβ ) = 0 , at A βσ



(6)
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where cβ is the mass fraction of one component in the β-phase, Dβ and DTβ are the molecular isothermal diffusion coefficient and thermodiffusion coefficient. n βσ is unit normal from the fluid to the solid phase. We neglect any accumulation and reaction of solute at the fluid-solid interface as well as the phenomenon of surface diffusion.



3. Volume averaging method and macroscopic equations



The direct resolution of microscopic equations on a volume containing a small numbers of pores is usually possible and interesting for reasons of fundamental research (e.g. validation of macroscopic models). However, it is generally impossible to solve these microscopic equations on a large volume. In practice, a macroscopic description representing the effective behavior of the porous medium for a representative elementary volume (REV) containing many pores can be obtained. Many techniques have been used to move from the pore scale to the REV scale [8]. Integration on the REV (called volume averaging technique) of the microscopic conservation equations allow obtaining macroscopic equations which are valid for average variables called macroscopic variables [7, 91]. In the case of a homogeneous porous medium, the REV size can be characterized by a sphere whose diameter is about 30 times the average grain diameter [7]. The problems associated with upscaling from the microscopic scale to the macroscopic scale will be treated in the next chapter. At the macroscopic scale, the description of the flow, heat and mass transfer introduces new equations which are the transposition of the mass balance, momentum and energy microscopic equations. For example, the Darcy equation results from the momentum balance at the macroscopic scale. In these macroscopic equations appear effective properties, as the permeability in Darcy's law, the relative permeabilities and capillary pressure in the multiphase case, etc. These effective properties can be theoretically deduced from microscopic properties by using upscaling techniques. They are most often estimated from measurements on macroscopic scale. The direct measurement of these properties is not simple, because of heterogeneities of the medium. The reader can look at [8] for a brief description of different types of hierarchies and recommended tools which may be applied. 8



Among others, the method of moments [5], the volume averaging method [6] and the homogenization method [29] are the most used techniques. In this study, we shall use the volume averaging method to obtain the macro-scale equations that describe thermodiffusion in a homogeneous porous medium [8]. It has been extensively used to predict the effective transport properties for many processes including transport in heterogeneous porous media [37], two-phase flows [34], two-Phase inertial flows [26], reactive media [49, 1], solute transport with adsorption [2], multi-component mixtures [35] and non-isothermal mass transfer [10]. The associated averaging volume, V is shown in Fig. 1. The development of local volume averaged equations requires that we define two types of averages in terms of the averaging volume [49]. For any quantity ϕ β associated with the β-phase, the superficial average is defined according to



ϕβ =



1 V



∫ ϕ β dV



(7)



Vβ



while the second average is the intrinsic average defined by



ϕβ



β



=



1 Vβ



∫ ϕ β dV



(8)



Vβ



Here we have used Vβ to represent the volume of the β-phase contained within the averaging volume. These two averages are related by



ϕβ = ε β ϕβ



β



(9)



in which ε β is the volume fraction of the β-phase or porosity in the one phase flow case. The phase or superficial averages are volume fraction dependent. From the diagram in Fig. 1 we can see that the sum of volume fractions of the two phases satisfies



ε β + εσ = 1



(10)



In order to carry out the necessary averaging procedures to derive governing differential equations for the intrinsic average fields, we need to make use of the spatial averaging theorem, written here for any general scalar quantity ϕ β associated with the β-phase



∇ϕ β = ∇ ϕ β +



1 V



∫ n βσ ϕ β dA



(11)



Aβσ



A similar equation may be written for any fluid property associated with the β-phase. Note that the area integral in equation (11) involves unit normal from the β-phase to the σ –
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phase. In writing corresponding equation for the σ –phase, we realize that n βσ = −n σβ according to the definitions of the unit normal. Following classical ideas [49] we will solve the problems in terms of averaged values and deviations. The pore-scale fields deviation in the β-phase and σ -phase are respectively defined by



ϕβ = ϕβ



β



+ ϕ~β and ϕσ = ϕσ



σ



+ ϕ~σ



(12)



The classical length-scale constraints (Fig. 1) have been imposed by assuming l β 
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